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SISTERS OF CHARITY OF OUR LADY OF MERCY

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Fr. Joseph D. Budds
Ecclesiastical Superior
1913-1917
Joseph Dalton Budds was born in Charleston on December 14, 1861.
His father was Irish born; his mother, Anna Cunningham, was born in
Georgia. He received his early education in the parochial and public
schools in Charleston. Following graduation he entered the business
world and was employed by Walter C. Bee and Company of
Charleston for some years. He then attended St. Mary’s College,
Emmitsburg, Maryland, from which he graduated with an AB degree
in classical studies. Following graduation he began his theological
studies at St. Mary’s and was ordained a priest on June 19, 1892 by
Bishop Northrop in the old Pro-Cathedral, Queen Street, Charleston.
His first assignment was as Pastor of St. Mary’s Church, Charleston
where he remained until October 1893. He was then assigned as
Rector of St. Mary’s, Greenville, SC. He served the people of St.
Mary’s and the Greenville Missions until 1901 when Bishop Northrop
appointed him Pastor of the Cathedral in Charleston. During his years
as Pastor, the restoration of the present Cathedral was completed and
the Pro-Cathedral on Queen Street was converted into a parish school.
Besides his duties at the Cathedral, Father Budds was a member
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of the Episcopal Council, Chancellor of the Diocese, and Superintendent of St. Lawrence Cemetery, Charleston.
Bishop Northrop appointed him the Ecclesiastical Superior of the OLM Community at the end of 1913. He served
in that capacity for the last four years of his life.
In a ledger containing newspaper
clippings and personal comments, Mother
Stanislaus Hanley states: “Dear Father
Budds, our Reverend Superior, entered
our Infirmary the first week in January
(1917). From time to time we thought he
might return to us, but as the days passed
and change recurred in his physical
condition all hope of his recovery was
abandoned. He continued as Reverend
Ecclesiastical Superior until his death.”
During these months Council Meetings
were held at St. Francis Infirmary.
The Cathedral Register of August 11,
1917 states: “Father Budds died on
August 4, 1917 at St. Francis Infirmary,
surrounded by members of his immediate
family and the Sisters of the Infirmary
who had cared for him so lovingly during
his long illness, and Father McElroy, his
confessor and life-long friend.” His death
certificate lists cancer of the liver as the
cause of his death. Father Budds was
buried in the Cathedral Church Yard at a
spot he had selected as his final resting
place.

Photo from the diary of Mother
Stanislaus Hanley, Sisters of Charity
of Our Lady of Mercy Archives
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Fr. Budds, first row, left with priests of the Diocese
and Bishop Northrop, center.

Telegram from Father
Budds to Sister Stanislaus
Hanley, OLM, informing
her of her election as
Mother Superior. She was
in Washington, DC
attending summer school.
The second telegram tells
her to be in Charleston by
the next night!
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Chapter 5 Lines of approach and action
What is to be done? Francis calls for dialogue on environmental policy in the international, national and local
communities. This dialogue must include transparent decision-making so that the politics serve human
fulfillment and not just economic interests. It also involves dialogue between religions and science working
together for the common good.

Questions:
1. Francis speaks of the need for a global consensus for confronting problems. Why is it needed, and how
is it going to be achieved (164)?
2. Why does he think that “the post-industrial period may well be remembered as one of the most
irresponsible in history” (165)?
3. What are the successes and failures of the global response to environmental issues (66-169)?
4. Francis argues, “The same mindset which stands in the way of making radical decisions to reverse the
trend of global warming also stands in the way of achieving the goal of eliminating poverty” (175). What
is this mindset?
5. “The Church does not presume to settle scientific questions or to replace politics,” Francis says. “But I
am concerned to encourage an honest and open debate so that particular interests or ideologies will not
prejudice the common good” (Paragraph 188). What is the proper role of the church in political,
economic and environmental issues?
6. Francis is critical of many business practices, has no faith in the marketplace to safeguard the
environment, and sees a robust role for government in the regulation of the economy and protecting the
environment. What do you think?
7. Francis says, “There is a need to change ‘models of global development’ ” (194)? What is wrong with the
current models? What would the new models look like?
Commentary: Saving the environment through dialogue and transparency. The world will continue on “the
spiral of self-destruction which currently engulfs us,” says Pope Francis, unless everyone works together to find
solutions to the environmental crisis through dialogue and transparency. This dialogue must occur on the local,
national and international level, and should include people from business, politics, science, religion and the
environmental movements, as well as ordinary people who lives will be affected.
In the first four chapters of his encyclical Laudato Si’, Pope Francis reviews what scientists tell us is happening
to the environment, reflects on what the Bible telus about creation, and points his finger at greed and a
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consumption (and extraction)-based economy as the causes of the environmental crisis. In chapter 5, he
discusses how we should respond to the crisis.
Francis is the first to admit that the church does not have concrete solutions to the crisis facing the world.
“The Church does not presume to settle scientific questions or to replace politics,” he writes. “But I am
concerned to encourage an honest and open debate so that particular interests or ideologies will not prejudice
the common good.”
Francis believes that “interdependence obliges us to think of one world with a common plan” (his emphasis).
He is not impressed by the global efforts so far. Pope Francis acknowledges that the world community has
made progress through the Basel Convention on hazardous wastes, the Convention on international trade in
endangered species, and the Vienna Convention on protecting the ozone layer.
But the international community has made little progress in protecting biodiversity, stopping desertification, or
reducing greenhouse gassesbecause of a “lack of political will.” What agreements have been made “have been
poorly implemented?” Enforceable international agreements and global regulatory norms are needed that
“impose obligations and prevent unacceptable actions.”
He calls for the development of a global consensus that would lead “to planning a sustainable and diversified
agriculture, developing renewable and less polluting forms of energy, encouraging a more efficient use of
energy, promoting a better management of marine and forest resources, and ensuring universal access to
drinking water.”
Specifically, he says that “technology based on the use of highly polluting fossil fuels– especially coal, but also oil
and, to a lesser degree, gas – needs to be progressively replaced without delay.” As the Bolivian bishops said,
“the countries which have benefited from a high degree of industrialization, at the cost of enormous emissions
of greenhouse gases, have a greater responsibility for providing a solution to the problems they have caused.”
These countries in fact owe a “carbon debt” to the rest of the world.
Francis singles out one solution for criticism in his encyclical — carbon credits, whereby business could buy
the right to pollute from companies that have reduced pollution levels in excess of what is required by law.
Francis believes that this could “lead to a new form of speculation which would not help reduce the emission
of polluting gases worldwide.” I think he is correct, but this is clearly a prudential judgment about which
people could disagree.
Francis argues that poor nations need help through the technology transfer, technical assistance and financial
resources. But they also have to work to eliminate extreme poverty and promote social development of their
people. They “need to acknowledge the scandalous level of consumption in some privileged sectors of their
population and to combat corruption more effectively.”
In fact, Francis believes that “the same mindset which stands in the way of making radical decisions to reverse
the trend of global warming also stands in the way of achieving the goal of eliminating poverty.” He observes
that the power of nation states has been weakened and “the economic and financial sectors, being
transnational, tends to prevail over the political.”
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Francis agrees with Pope Benedict who wrote in Caritas in Veritate that there is need for a world political
order “to manage the global economy; to revive economies hit by the crisis; to avoid any deterioration of the
present crisis and the greater imbalances that would result; to bring about integral and timely disarmament, food
security and peace; to guarantee the protection of the environment and to regulate migration.” Such a world
authority would be anathema to many Americans who see even a weak United Nations as a threat to U.S.
sovereignty.
But Francis does not put all the onus on a world authority; he calls for greater attention to the environment by
local and national authorities which have a “responsibility for planning, coordination, oversight and
enforcement within their respective borders.” This would include setting down “rules for admissible conduct in
the light of the common good.”
The problem he sees is that politics is “concerned with immediate results” and “is driven to produce shortterm growth.” Politicians are “are reluctant to upset the public with measures which could affect the level of
consumption or create risks for foreign investment.” Plus there is the problem of corruption.
Francis is a fan of cooperatives because “they are able to instill a greater sense of responsibility, a strong sense of
community, a readiness to protect others, a spirit of creativity and a deep love for the land. They are also
concerned about what they will eventually leave to their children and grandchildren.” He sees this mentality
especially in indigenous peoples.
Francis acknowledges that there is “no uniform recipes” that will fit the needs of all countries or regions,
but he believes all should promote energy conservation and maximum energy efficiency. This might involve
“removing from the market products which are less energy efficient or more polluting, improving transport
systems, and encouraging the construction and repair of buildings aimed at reducing their energy consumption
and levels of pollution.” Pope Francis also wants to promote recycling and sustainable agriculture. All of this
will require courage on the part of politicians who “will inevitably clash with the mindset of short-term gain
and results which dominates present-day economics and politics.”
Transparency is an essential element in the dialogue to find better ways of preserving the environment,
according to the pope, especially transparency in the assessment of the environmental impact of business
ventures and projects. Corruption, on the other hand, conceals “the actual environmental impact of a given
project” and produces “specious agreements which fail to inform adequately and to allow for full debate.”
What is needed is environmental impact assessments that are “interdisciplinary, transparent and free of all
economic or political pressure.” Only when scientific and political discussions are imbued with honesty and
truth can all the different stakeholders reach a consensus on the alternatives available. “The culture of
consumerism, which prioritizes short-term gain and private interest, can make it easy to rubber-stamp
authorizations or to conceal information.”
Francis calls for a thorough investigation and discussion of any proposed venture. “What will it accomplish?
Why? Where? When? How? For whom? What are the risks? What are the costs? Who will pay those costs and
how?” If a study finds that “serious and irreversible damage may result, a project should be halted or modified.”
He recognizes that sometimes the evidence is disputable. In such cases, the burden of proof should be on the
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projects promoters “to demonstrate that the proposed activity will not cause serious harm to the environment or
to those who inhabit it.”
The bottom line for Francis is that “profit cannot be the sole criterion to be taken into account.” Francis
believes that “Politics must not be subject to the economy, nor should the economy be subject to the dictates of
an efficiency-driven paradigm of technocracy.” Rather they should be in dialogue for the common good.
Chapter 6 Ecological education and spirituality
We need to change and develop new convictions, attitudes and forms of life, including a new lifestyle. This
requires not only individual conversion, but also community networks to solve the complex situation facing
our world today. Essential to this is a spirituality that can motivate us to a more passionate concern for the
protection of our world. Christian spirituality proposes a growth and fulfillment marked by moderation and the
capacity to be happy with little. Love, overflowing with small gestures of mutual care, is also civic and political,
and it makes itself felt in every action that seeks to build a better world.

Questions:
1. Throughout this encyclical, Francis links concern for the poor with the environment. Why does he do
that?
2. Francis is critical of a consumerist lifestyle (204). Why? What would a new lifestyle look like?
3. What might happen with widespread change in lifestyles (206)?
4. What does Francis see as the role of environmental education in increasing awareness and changing
habits (210-211)?
5. What does Francis mean by an ecological spirituality, and how can it motivate us to a passionate
concern for the protection of our world (Paragraph 216)?
6. Self-improvement on the part of individuals will not by itself remedy the extremely complex situation
we face today, according to Francis. What is the role for community networks? Governments?
7. What are the attitudes that foster a spirit of generous care (Paragraphs 220-221)?
8. Granted all of the problems we face, what gives Francis joy and peace (222-227)?
9. Love must also be civic and political, according to Francis. “Social love moves us to devise larger
strategies to halt environmental degradation and to encourage a ‘culture of care’ which permeates all of
society.” How can we encourage civic and political love in the United States?
10. Francis proposes that the natural world is integral to our sacramental and spiritual lives (233-242). How
have you experienced this?
11. How is this encyclical going to change your life?
Commentary: The path to change is environmental education and spirituality
In the last chapter of Laudato Si’, Pope Francis begins by acknowledging that “Many things have to change
course, but it is we human beings above all who need to change.” The path to change comes through education
and spirituality.
“We lack an awareness of our common origin, of our mutual belonging, and of a future to be shared with
everyone,” he asserts. “This basic awareness would enable the development of new convictions, attitudes and
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forms of life.” The problem is that compulsive consumerism “leads people to believe that they are free as long
as they have the supposed freedom to consume,” but “obsession with a consumerist lifestyle, above all when
few people are capable of maintaining it, can only lead to violence and mutual destruction.”
“Yet, all is not lost,” believes Francis, “Human beings, while capable of the worst, are also capable of rising
above themselves, choosing again what is good, and making a new start, despite their mental and social
conditioning.” But this requires our taking an honest look at ourselves and changing our lifestyle and
systems. Quoting the Earth Charter he asserts, “As never before in history, common destiny beckons us to seek
a new beginning. … Let ours be a time remembered for the awakening of a new reverence for life, the firm
resolve to achieve sustainability, the quickening of the struggle for justice and peace, and the joyful celebration
of life.”
“Disinterested concern for others, and the rejection of every form of self-centeredness and self-absorption, are
essential if we truly wish to care for our brothers and sisters and for the natural environment,” he writes.
An environmental spirituality, according to Francis, would include being “capable of going out of ourselves
towards the other,” setting “limits on ourselves in order to avoid the suffering of others or the deterioration of
our surroundings,” “disinterested concern for others, and the rejection of every form of self-centeredness and
self-absorption,” being attuned “to the moral imperative of assessing the impact of our every action and
personal decision on the world around us,” and overcoming individualism and developing “a different lifestyle
and bring about significant changes in society.”
Environmental education is important in developing this spirituality. It should include “scientific information,
consciousness-raising and the prevention of environmental risks” as well as “a critique of ‘myths’ of a modernity
grounded in a utilitarian mindset (individualism, unlimited progress, competition, consumerism, the
unregulated market).”
Education must “promote a new way of thinking about human beings, life, society and our relationship with
nature,” says Francis. “Otherwise, the paradigm of consumerism will continue to advance, with the help of the
media and the highly effective workings of the market.” Environmental education must lead to a change in
lifestyle, including “avoiding the use of plastic and paper, reducing water consumption, separating refuse,
cooking only what can reasonably be consumed, showing care for other living beings, using public transport
or car-pooling, planting trees, turning off unnecessary lights, or any number of other practices.”
Christian spirituality has a precious contribution to make in responding to the environment crisis because it
“can motivate us to a more passionate concern for the protection of our world,” according to Francis. A
commitment to this goal cannot be sustained without an “interior impulse which encourages, motivates,
nourishes and gives meaning to our individual and communal activity,” he writes, quoting
from Evangelii Gaudium.
In other words, what is required is an “ecological conversion,” whereby the effects of Christians’ “encounter
with Jesus Christ become evident in their relationship with the world around them,” writes Francis. “Living our
vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of virtue; it is not an optional or a secondary
aspect of our Christian experience.”
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Pope Francis warns against hoping that the ecological crisis can be solved by individual conversion alone. “Social
problems must be addressed by community networks and not simply by the sum of individual good deeds,” he
says. “The ecological conversion needed to bring about lasting change is also a community conversion.”
This conversion is founded on a better awareness of our place in the world. It begins with gratitude, “a
recognition that the world is God’s loving gift, and that we are called quietly to imitate his generosity in selfsacrifice and good works.” “It also entaia loving awareness that we are not disconnected from the rest of
creatures, but joined in a splendid universal communion,” he writes.
It also includes “the awareness that each creature reflects something of God and has a message to convey to us,
and the security that Christ has taken unto himself this material world and now, risen, is intimately present to
each being, surrounding it with his affection and penetrating it with his light.” Finally, “there is the
recognition that God created the world, writing into it an order and a dynamism that human beings have no
right to ignore.”
What would a Christian environmental spirituality look like? “Christian spirituality proposes an alternative
understanding of the quality of life, and encourages a prophetic and contemplative lifestyle,” explains Francis,
“one capable of deep enjoyment free of the obsession with consumption.”
It includes “the conviction that ‘less is more,’” “moderation and the capacity to be happy with little,” “a return
to that simplicity which allows us to stop and appreciate the small things, to be grateful for the opportunities
which life affords us, to be spiritually detached from what we possess, and not to succumb to sadness for what
we lack.” This does not lead to a sad life, but to a life of joy and peace for those who “enjoy more and live better
each moment.” “Even living on little, they can live a lot,” writes Francis, “above all when they cultivate other
pleasures and find satisfaction in fraternal encounters, in service, in developing their gifts, in music and art, in
contact with nature, in prayer. Happiness means knowing how to limit some needs which only diminish us, and
being open to the many different possibilities which life can offer.” “Inner peace is closely related to care for
ecology and for the common good because, lived out authentically, it is reflected in a balanced lifestyle together
with a capacity for wonder which takes us to a deeper understanding of life,” explains Francis. “Nature is filled
with words of love, but how can we listen to them amid constant noise, interminable and nerve-wracking
distractions, or the cult of appearances?”
“An integral ecology is made up of simple daily gestures which break with the logic of violence, exploitation and
selfishness,” but it is also civic and political and “makes itself felt in every action that seeks to build a better
world.”
“Love for society and commitment to the common good are outstanding expressions of a charity which affects
not only relationships between individuals but also ‘macro-relationships, social, economic and political ones,’”
he says. This “social love moves us to devise larger strategies to halt environmental degradation and
to encourage a ‘culture of care’ which permeates all of society.”
“When we feel that God is calling us to intervene with others in these social dynamics,” he writes, “we should
realize that this too is part of our spirituality, which is an exercise of charity and, as such, matures and sanctifies
us.”
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For Francis, spirituality does not mean turning away from the world. There is a mystical meaning to be found in
everything in the universe, declares Francis. A good spirituality finds God not only in the interior of our hearts
but also in creatures outside of ourselves, whether it be “in a leaf, in a mountain trail, in a dewdrop, in a poor
person’s face.”
“The Sacraments are a privileged way in which nature is taken up by God to become a means of mediating
supernatural life,” explains Francis. “Water, oil, fire and colors are taken up in all their symbolic power and
incorporated in our act of praise.” Francis says, “Encountering God does not mean fleeing from this world or
turning our back on nature.”
Quoting Pope John Paul, he notes, “Christianity does not reject matter. Rather, bodiliness is considered in all its
value in the liturgical act, whereby the human body is disclosed in its inner nature as a temple of the Holy
Spirit and is united with the Lord Jesus, who himself took a body for the world’s salvation.” It is in the
Eucharist that “The Lord, in the culmination of the mystery of the Incarnation, chose to reach our intimate
depths through a fragment of matter,” writes Francis. “Joined to the incarnate Son, present in the Eucharist,
the whole cosmos gives thanks to God. The Eucharist joins heaven and earth; it embraces and penetrates all
creation,” he continues. Environmental spirituality is also Trinitarian because “The Father is the ultimate
source of everything, the loving and self-communicating foundation of all that exists. The Son, his reflection,
through whom all things were created, united himself to this earth when he was formed in the womb of Mary.
The Spirit, infinite bond of love, is intimately present at the very heart of the universe, inspiring and bringing
new pathways.”
At the end, we will find ourselves face to face with God and “be able to read with admiration and happiness
the mystery of the universe, which with us will share in unending plenitude,” he concludes. “In the
meantime, we come together to take charge of this home which has been entrusted to us, knowing that all the
good which exists here will be taken up into the heavenly feast.” At the conclusion of what Francis calls this
“lengthy reflection which has been both joyful and troubling,” he proposes two prayers. The first can be
shared with all who believe in God, while the second is specifically Christian.
In the first prayer, we recognize God’s presence in all of creation and ask him to pour upon us his love so that
we can rescue the abandoned and forgotten. We ask for healing so we can protect the world and not prey upon
it. “Teach us,” we pray, “to discover the worth of each thing, to be filled with awe and contemplation, to
recognize that we are profoundly united with every creature.” And the prayer concludes, “Encourage us, we
pray, in our struggle for justice, love and peace.”
In the final prayer, we acknowledge not only the Creator but also the Son “who became part of this earth.”
We profess that in his risen glory he is alive in every creature. And we recognize the Holy Spirit guiding the
world “towards the Father’s love” and accompanying “creation as it groans in travail.” We ask the Triune Lord
to “teach us to contemplate you in the beauty of the universe” and to “show us our place in this world as
channels of your love for all the creatures of this earth.” We pray especially that “those who possess power and
money … may avoid the sin of indifference, … love the common good, advance the weak, and care for this
world in which we live.” “Help us, we pray, “to protect all life, to prepare for a better future, for the coming of
your Kingdom of justice, peace, love and beauty.”
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A prayer for our earth
All-powerful God, you are present in the whole universe
and in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness all that exists.
Pour out upon us the power of your love,
that we may protect life and beauty.
Fill us with peace, that we may live
as brothers and sisters, harming no one.
O God of the poor,
help us to rescue the abandoned and forgotten of this earth,
so precious in your eyes.
Bring healing to our lives,
that we may protect the world and not prey on it,
that we may sow beauty, not pollution and destruction.
Touch the hearts
of those who look only for gain
at the expense of the poor and the earth.
Teach us to discover the worth of each thing,
to be filled with awe and contemplation,
to recognize that we are profoundly united
with every creature
as we journey towards your infinite light.
We thank you for being with us each day.
Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle
for justice, love and peace.
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Bishop England historical marker in North Carolina
In a journal written by Bishop John England titled “Diurnal of the
Right Rev. John England, First Bishop of Charleston, S.C. from
1820-1823” he describes his first visit to Fayetteville, NC arriving
on the evening of July 31, 1821. On August 6, 1821, “Made some
exertions to establish the book Society and to commence a
Church.” On August 11, 1821, “I celebrated Mass. Exerted
myself to prevail on the flock to meet on Sundays for prayer and
instruction. I procured a room for the purpose and
commissioned John Kelly Esq. and Messrs Dillion, Jordan, James
McKay, and Patk. Phelan to read the prayers and conduct
instruction”, establishing a Catholic worship community (parish)
in Fayetteville, NC. The meeting place (building) would in 1824,
be placed under the protection of St. Patrick. On Tuesday,
March 17, 1829, Bishop England celebrated the dedication and
solemn blessing of the church. Saint Patrick Church was the first Roman Catholic sanctuary
dedicated in the state. In the early years, there was no permanent pastor available, so Sunday
Mass was not a weekly celebration. Traveling missionaries stopped in every three months or so
to say Mass and to hear confessions. In between these Masses, lay leaders, including Kelly
conducted services. Unfortunately, the small chapel was destroyed in Fayetteville’s Great Fire
of 1831 along with all church records. Parishioners then faced the grim task of rebuilding. As
early as 1833, Saint Patrick Church shared a priest with Raleigh and Wilmington so that Sunday
Mass could be celebrated every other month. By 1837, two priests had been assigned to
Fayetteville on an occasional basis. Finally, in 1859, Father Thomas Murphy wrote to the Bishop
about getting a full-time priest for the area. But it was not
until 1867 when the church was assigned a young priest,
Father James Gibbons. Father Gibbons later became a
noted cardinal
and author.
Another noted
priest, Father
Thomas Price,
founder of
Maryknoll,
also served at
Saint Patrick.

Fayetteville Weekly Observer, 05 Feb 1829
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